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QUESTION: 1
A customer is unable to log in to the Web Health Console. Which two of the
following would cause the problem? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

oserv is down.
The iPlanet web server is down.
One of the Tivoli gateways is down.
The user is not a valid Tivoli Administrator.
Some of the endpoints running resource models are down.

Answer: A, D
QUESTION: 2
A profile manager named "Win2K_OS_PM" contains a Tmw2kProfile named
"Win2K_OS_Profile." The "Win2K_OS_Profile" includes Windows resource
models. What happens if this profile is distributed to a Unix endpoint?
A. A new Profile Manager named "Win2K_OS_PM_Push_Failed_Bad_Interpreter"
is created.
B. A new Profile Manager named
"Win2K_OS_Profile_Push_Failed_Bad_Interpreter" is created.
C. The profile distribution will hang, and nothing will happen until the MDist2
distribution time expires.
D. The profile will be distributed to the endpoint and the wdmlseng command will
show status of "Missed Prerequisites."

Answer: B
QUESTION: 3
IBM Tivoli Monitoring V5.1.2(ITM) provides a script to enable TEC to receive ITM
events. Where is this script stored?
A.
B.
C.
D.

$BINDIR/TME/TEC
$DBDIR/TMNT_TEC
$DBDIR/ITMNT/TEC
$BINDIR/TMNT_TEC

Answer: D
QUESTION: 4
What is the default purging schedule for the IBM Tivoli Monitoring (ITM) database?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

This database must be purged manually.
ITM automatically purges this database nightly.
ITM automatically purges this database every 7 days.
ITM automatically purges this database every 30 days.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 5
Where are the scripts to create the database for IBM Tivoli Monitoring V5.1.2
located?
A.
B.
C.
D.

$BINDIR/TME/ITM/SQL/scripts
$BINDIR/TME/ITM/warehousecfg
$BINDIR/TME/Tmw2k/SQL/scripts
$BINDIR/TME/Tmw2k/WarehouseCfg

Answer: D
QUESTION: 6
A server administrator calls to let you know that "notes-eagle," one of the critical
mail servers currently has a hard drive that is 99% full. Although you remember
distributing a Resource Model, "FScheck", from the "Availability" policy region to
alert her when this drive goes beyond the 95% threshold, she received no alert.
Assuming that all other alerting and event systems are working well, which command
will help in troubleshooting the problem?
A.
B.
C.
D.

wdmlseng -e notes-eagle -xml
wdmdumpprf -e notes-eagle -verbose
wdmheartbeat -e notes-eagle -verbose
wdmeng -e notes-eagle -p "FScheck#Availability" -list

Answer: A
QUESTION: 7
The customer wants the capability to automatically recover from a specific event
using an automated action. Where does the Tivoli Administrator define this recovery
action?
A.
B.
C.
D.

endpoint
Profile Manager
IBM Tivoli Health Console
IBM Tivoli Resource Model Builder
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Answer: D
QUESTION: 8
You are using the IBM Tivoli Resource Model Builder Resource Model Wizard to
import a custom script. To which element of the resource model is the custom script
imported?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Parameters
Dependencies
Dynamic Model
Imported Objects

Answer: B
QUESTION: 9
You are upgrading from IBM Tivoli Monitoring (ITM) V5.1 to ITM V5.1.2 on
Unix/Linux endpoints. Which steps need to be completed to update the endpoint?
A. stop the monitoring processes, upgrade the gateways, and redistribute all the
profiles
B. stop the monitoring process, upgrade the gateways, and restart them with the
wdmcmd
C. upgrade the gateways, redistribute any profile, and restart the monitoring engine
with the wdmcmd
D. upgrade the gateways, redistribute all the profiles, and restart the monitoring
engine with the wdmcmd

Answer: A
QUESTION: 10
What should you do to browse Unix Resource Model CIM Classes through the IBM
Tivoli Resource Model Builder?
A.
B.
C.
D.

connect to the namespace of the remote Unix host
connect to the local namespace and select Add Class
import the associated *.MOF file using the CLI mofcomp
add the associated *.MOF file for the resource model as a dependency

Answer: C
QUESTION: 11
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